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For school staff
Lessons our school learnt in lockdown














As a result of the pandemic, all schools had to quickly adapt to a great deal of change. Read about one primary school teacher's experience of lockdown, what the school did to adapt and the lessons they learnt.
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This resource covers:


Samantha, a primary school teacher from Bury, shares how her school adapted during lockdown, what helped them to support their students and what lessons they learnt.
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As a result of the Covid-19 pandemic, schools had to adapt to a great deal of change in a very short space of time. School staff had to be flexible amid a lot of uncertainty, and it was an incredibly challenging time, both professionally and personally.

But in an effort to overcome the obstacles thrown up by the pandemic, many schools found new ways of doing things that have worked for them.

Here, one primary school teacher shares the lessons her and her school learnt in lockdown, and explains how their learnings informed their approach to the new academic year.
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Reflecting on the school year






This story was written at the end of the school year 2020-2021.

As we reflect on another school year blighted by the pandemic, we as a school staff have been asking ourselves what were the real lessons learnt in lockdown?

Many school leaders have called it the “Covid catalyst” – changes that were made because there was no choice but that in the long run will benefit schools and pupils.

School life will never be the same again – but will it change for the better? And can we build on the enforced changes that Covid brought?

















School life will never be the same again – but will it change for the better? And can we build on the enforced changes that Covid brought?








Samantha Myers

Class Teacher at Holcombe Brook Primary School, Bury
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Change for the better?






Calm spaces, sensory gardens and a nurture room were already on our school agenda pre-Covid but as a result of the first national lockdown were further developed. Staff have more time to help prepare these areas and smaller numbers of children at school meant that small group projects could be completed. Working in mixed age groups with the key worker children meant that some wonderful new friendships developed and, as a school, we are hoping to sustain this. Once we are able to mix class bubbles, we will hold more school events in House groups meaning children get to work with schoolmates from Reception to Year 6.

On our return to full school attendance in September 2020, staggered start times, lunchtimes and end to school days meant it has been much calmer around school. All staff have reported fewer incidents during break and lunch times and there have definitely been benefits from this.

Enhanced hygiene has also proven beneficial with fewer children off with sniffles and colds as they are more aware of slogans such as “Catch it, bin it.”

























Once we are able to mix class bubbles, we will hold more school events in House groups meaning children get to work with schoolmates from Reception to Year 6.








Samantha Myers























Communicating with parents






Another positive change is the way in which we communicate with parents.

As a school we have always tried to keep our parents up to date with letters and notices as well as the school website. However, we know that not all parents felt as informed as they would have liked and, like most of the population, lockdown has taught us all new skills. Parents and teachers have felt the benefit of this. Google Classroom was used to communicate with parents, staff and children and proved to be popular. We have continued to set homework in this way so that children and adults do not forget those skills.

While the blended learning doubled the workload for a while, it also enabled us to continue educating children at a distance. Zoom assemblies, talent shows and class meetings meant that we all still felt part of the school community.

Senior leaders at school noticed the willingness of staff to step up and become involved in any way they could. Teachers and Teaching Assistants were busily upskilling their CPD during the first lockdown.
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We have always had a good relationship with our parents but this has definitely grown stronger throughout the pandemic. We were in it together!








Dave Bradshaw

Headteacher at Holcombe Brook Primary School, Bury














Headteacher Dave Bradshaw explained, "Our focus has always been on the wellbeing of our staff and children and lockdown really made us focus on this further. Staff contacted children and their families regularly as well as making welfare calls, delivering lunches and offering food parcels to those in need.

"We have always had a good relationship with our parents but this has definitely grown stronger throughout the pandemic. We were in it together!"










Adapting to changes in educational frameworks






May 2020 and 2021 saw no SATs or phonics screening at primary schools. Ofsted visits were postponed. Educationalists across the country have been asking whether the loss of that enforced exoskeleton affected how the schools functioned?

Our mental health team met with heads from other local schools to discuss this. Some headteachers said they felt liberated from the curriculum and felt that the Recovery Curriculum, which was taught when all children returned to school in September 2020, met children’s needs better; but others felt that they were still being judged on out-of-date SATs results and data with no way of changing this.

So as another academic year begins, we face the decisions about what this next year will look like at our school. What changes will stay? What lessons has your school learnt during lockdown?
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Whether you love the page or think something is missing, we appreciate your feedback. It all helps us to support more young people with their mental health.

Please be aware that this form isn’t a mental health support service. If you or a young person you work with is in crisis right now and wants to talk to someone urgently, find out who to contact on our urgent help page.






 






All fields marked with an asterisk (*) are required to submit this form.











Which page are you providing feedback for? *

Please copy and paste the page link here.









Why did you visit this page? 



For professional or educational purposes
For someone else's mental health
For my own mental health
Other











Tell us your feedback: *

Please do not include personal details. This is not a mental health support service and you will not receive a reply.













Please note:

This form is not a mental health support service. We cannot reply to this. If you or a young person you know is at immediate risk of harm, call 999 and ask for an ambulance or go to your nearest A&E. If you are worried about the mental health of a young person you work with, you can signpost them to our website or suggest they contact one of these helplines: Childline (for under 19s) on 0800 11 11; or Samaritans on 116 123.










Please tick to confirm: *
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At YoungMinds we take your privacy seriously. If you’d like to read more about how we keep the information we collect safe, take a look at our privacy policy.


















Related resources


For more on how schools coped during the pandemic, as well as practical tools to support pupil wellbeing, take a look at our resources below.
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Supporting schools through the pandemic





	Topic:
	
Practical tools for support, 

	
Mental health in schools



	For:
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Mindfulness activities
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When emotions explode





	Topic:
	
Practical tools for support, 

	
Understanding feelings and behaviours



	For:
	
Community support, 

	
Youth workers, 

	
Schools
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Let's get you where you need to go

Find the help and advice you need. 

You are not alone.
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